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October 30, 2006

Re: Appeal of

Dear MA 

• Final Decision  

Enclosed please find the recommended decision of the hearing officer in the above
appeal. She held a fair hearing on the appeal of your client's eligibility determination.

The hearing officer's recommended decision made findings of fact, proposed
conclusions of laW and a recommended decision. After reviewing the hearing officer's
recommended decision, I find that it is in accordance with the law and with DMR
regulations and therefore adopt its findings of fact, conclusions of law and reasoning as
my own. Your appeal is therefore denied.

You, or any person aggrieved by this decision may appeal to the Superior Court in
accordance with G.L. c. 30A. The regulations governing the appeal process are 115
CMR 6.30-6.34 and 801 CMR 1.01-1.04 ..

GJM/ecw
cc:	 Marcia Hudgins, Hearing Officer

Richard O'Meara, Regional Director
Marianne Meacham, General Counsel
Elizabeth Moran Liuzzo, Regional Eligibility Manager
Patrick Murphy; Assistant General Counsel
Victor Hernandez, Field Operations Senior Project Manager
File
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6. One report of a psychiatric consultation was entered into evidence. (D5)

7. An Eligibility Report authored by Joel J. Match, Ph.D. was entered into evidence
as well a chart showing the Appellant's tests and consultations. (D2-3)

8. A copy of the DMR Manual of Policies, Procedures and Practices, Eligibility
Determination and Needs for Supports and Services June 17, 1996 was entered
into evidence. (A2)

9. A copy of an AAMR Fact Sheet: Frequently Asked Questions about Mental
Retardation was entered into evidence. (A3)

10. The parties stipulated that the Appellant has adaptive limitations across many skill
areas such that there was no issue relative to her having the requisite deficits
required under DMR's definition of mental retardation or the eligibility
component. Despite this stipulation, evidence was provided relative to the
Appellant's adaptive limitations.

11 In 1992 when the Appellant was 6 years, 9 months of age, Abigail B. Sivan,
Ph.D., a licensed clinical psychologist tested her using the Wechsler Preschool
and Primary Scale of Intelligence-Revised (WPPSI-R). On this test the Appellant
received a Verbal IQ score of 78, a Performance IQ score of 74, and a Full Scale
IQ score of 74. Dr. Sivan stated in her report that on this administration of the
WPPSI-R, the Appellant exhibited intellectual functioning in borderline range.
The tester noted that the Appellant exhibited a relative strength on subtests that
rely heavily on rote memory, while a relative weakness was noted on subtests that
require reasoning and independent problem solving. A second measure of
cognitive functioning, the Columbia Mental Maturity Scale-Third Edition was
administered to the Appellant and was commensurate with her performance on
the WPPSI-R and was also in the borderline range. On the Wide Range
Achievement Test-Revised (level 1) (WRAT-R), the Appellant continued to show
a pattern of strong verbal attainments with less strong reasoning skills. On the
Boehm Test of Basic Concepts-Revised, the Appellant's performance was
commensurate with her overall level of measured cognitive functioning. The
tester noted that the Appellant's responses on this measure placed her at the 10th
percentile for middle class children ending kindergarten and at the 1 st percentile
for middle class children entering 1 st grade. Dr. Sivan concluded that the
evaluation clearly showed that the Appellant functions intellectually in the
subnormal or borderline range. She noted that the Appellant was not inattentive
during the evaluation. Her style of responding slowly and her difficulty
processing sentences of more than a few concepts are indications of her
compromised abilities and her concrete thinking. Dr. Sivan also stated that it
might be beneficial to conceptualize the Appellant's difficulties as those of a
slower leaner with strong skills of rote memory. She predicted that the Appellant
would experience much difficulty with reading comprehension and with the
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11. In 1997 when the Appellant was 11 years, 9 months of age she was evaluated by
Rudy Lorber,,Ph'.D., ABPP, a pediatic neurophySiologist Dr. Lorber tested the
Appellant over a four day period and administered a variety of tests. Dr. Lorber
stated in his report that the obtained test results represent an accurate appraisal of
the Appellant's present level of cognitive and academic functiOning. On the

WISC-III the Appellant obtained a Verbal IQ score of 74, a Performance IQ score
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not onlyle	 e AAppellant relative,to her irit llecti al fuic o	 0 as
acaderiaic achievetnent and performed evaluations m the areas of social,
emotional and behavioral functioning. He noted the presence of social rejection
••and social isdlation. He found the Appellant to have impaired social judgment and
social conflict resolution skills suggesting the presence of an underlying social
skills deficit. He pointed out that the Appellant was a complex youngster with a
significant degree of variability in her underlying cognitive functioning. He stated
that the current testing indicates the presence of symptoms consistent with the
Pririaary Characteristic'Ofa,Speech and LangUage Disorder. He noted the

' presence of a Learning Disability and Attention Doficit'llyper4Mitii.Digorder;
Predorninately Inattentive Type. He also stated that his assessment of the
Appellant revealed the presence of a Adjustment Disorder with Anxiety and a
significant underlying social skills deficit. He not offer a diagnosis of mental
retardation. (Al)

•	 •

mastery of arithmetic. She did not offer a diagnosis of menteretardation.

12 In 1996 when the Appellant was 10 years, 8 months of age, Dr. Sivan reassessed
the APOellant. Dr. Sivin stated that the observations and test results obtained
during this assessment were fully consistent with each other and should be
considered accurate reflections of her current functioning. Among other tests, she
used the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Third Edition (WISC-IID to

ant receiv	 score
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borderline range. Dr. Sivari also adniinisterecl the Wide Range Aclueveme
— Revision 3 (WRAT-III) to screen the Appellant's academic achievement Dr.
Sivan noted inter report that the Appellant's performance on this measure was
uneven with average word reading and spelling achievement and with borderline
achievement in arithmetic. She concluded that the Appellant continues to have
significant intellectual and social difficulties and continues to function in the
borderline ran e with a; relative strength on tasks that utilize rote verbal skills She

is:a poor,l
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12. In 2000 when the Appellant was 15 years of age she was again evaluated by Dr.
Abigail B. Sivan. Dr. Sivan tested the Appellant using the WISC-III, On this
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equivalence of 4 years, 4 months. At that time the Appellant's mother reported
":ellant had an a Veiavdrage interest in activities Stieb as booki, b

collecting an rawing Shes Owed elative-Stren hs in expressive.
coin	 on Skills. " A4)
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15. • In 2000 Whenthe . Appellant was 15 years o . 	 Joel Bre	 ssis
Professor. of Child Psyc a and 	 atthe Yge Chilcis§indyT.Center
evalnatectthe Appellant. His Psychiatric COnitiltation noted that :the Appellant
exhibited a profile indicative of autism and related pervasive developmental
disorders. He also reported that the Appellant's mother completed the 'Vineland
Behavior Scales (Vineland) in order to assess the Appellant's degree of
responsibility aid. in	 ndence in the performance of day-to4kiy. Activities. The..
Appellants 	 we level based on her nic4lieels-res Ives- w
 eate 0 C	 on : Dail•. Living S 's and Socialization. Her 	 'rive
BenaVior Composite was	 Die	 in out, .,2

- Appellant's..adaPtiVe	 in is Mar ectiong	 s	 e a
impairments; :particularly in the;areas of 'socialization and daily living skills .. - (D5)

16. In 2000Vheri the'Appellant was 15 . years of age, De. Sivan administered the
Vineland to the ApPellint's mother. The results of that administration were
essentially the same as the one administered by Dr. Bregman. 'The Appellant's

aptiire Behavior! ortipoSite level was listed as Severe' Deficit. 	 4)

	

en 6	 t was. .18 ears info e,, 	 rag ena nistere e
BRIEF to e"	 an s mother.. e.11	 is a nes oassesses,i,
execiitiVe‘fand 'Ming n s scale the Appellan s owe 's 	 pan -1. ou les
implariningand .:Orgariiiätion of materials and in Monitoring her behavior. Dr..
Braaten concluded that the Appellant is-unable to care for herself. (D6)

18. if	 the Appelltuit's mother testified on behalf of the Appellant.
She testified that e Appellant was adopted and had severe medical problems
from	 She had ,many operations on'her knees which is likely causing her
current circulatory problems. She also had a seizure disorder. She continues`to
have an auditory processing disorder, a vestibular disorder, and a bowel disorder.

The witness testified:that they began noticing problems with the Appellant when
she began school at a e 5. They ultimately found out that the Appellant had
autism. Ms.	 explained that the Appellant was tested by Dr. Sivan two
times, once in	 and once in 1996, but that she did not have copies of the
reports [Those reports were submitted by the Appellant at the tune her brief was
filed and have since become part of the record-(A4-5)]

Ms. ft„... testified that she arranged to have the Appellant tested by. Dr.
Lorber in 1997 in order to help her cletermine what type of school would be best
for the Appellant since the school she was attending only went up:to 51 grade

 testified that neither Dr. Sivan nor Dr. Lorber described the
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Appellant	 ..retarded,. but:rather Usedthe tarn borderline intelligence.
She testified	 SheWOuldllavet011oct a special Place.for the

lace* erepeople were trained in fire area of low Tunetioning
indli4dUals• •-Ultilnately the Riverview SchoOl on Capp Cod was chosen as a
school that. Could.meetthe Appellant's needs. The witness testified that the

pp antattended Riverview for .2 years and left when she, was:eknall •
i.s84Ultpd:by.a.Stlident.:	 k	 itiate4-thatthii . 
20:00 interfered 'AjAiith everything including theAV011ail.	 .aognitiikabilitio. -Ikr.   
condition: stabili2ed after receiving psyCholti' 	 ,Connaeling -(N1

Ms.\	 estified that she sought help from•Dr. Bregman whO was doing.
work at Yale in the area, of autism. She also testified thata.round the same tithe

,.06tober; 2000•Ar.:Shrari again tested 'the APpellant. She agreed that at that time •
the Appellant's IQ score was 70, but said that she did:not have any discussions
With Dr. Sivan relative to the meaning of that number. (D4-5) ,

The Appellant Went to the 	 Forest High School in Illinoisl-Until an 'Opening, 
became aVailable.at O-UCLA Lab- SChool whichwas doing Work with
individuals diagnosed.
after. e	 to	 formon sworking'Or her so
the Appellant returne to Lake Forest	 coo Tlie Appellant then enrolled
in a special educationprogram at Sandwiches Schook:hOWever, that: prOgram
diiintifijIiiiiitfOther: Shen w attends the	 ' school but haia 1 to 1 aide and
is engaged in activities-where she can succeed. She is receiving job coaching
with the help of Comniunity . Connections. She: spends2 hours per week reading
to preachool children. The goalis to increase her time there.

Msi	 %stated that no one has ever diagnosed the Appellant as having
mental retardation. Ms.	 _feels that the '

f 

Appellant has significant
sub-averageltitellectUaragitY . despite the fact *4'AP:1S- a Very. good reader and
is pretty good at communication. She feels the'ApPellant's safety skills are
nonexistent. She can be manipulated and takekadvantage of. She is fearful. She.  
needs assiStancetb cross the street. She has no defenses. The Appellant can not
appropriately dress herself She has no concept of time. The Appellant is on SSI.•

19. Frederick Johnson, Psy.D., a psychologist employed DIvIR testified as an expert
witness. He testified that he was familiar with the case. He stated that another
DMR. psychologist, Dr. Joel Match had found the Appellant ineligible for DMR
services. In preparation for an informal hearing, Dr. Johnson testified that he had
reviewed.that decision and'the information used in making thaidecision. ( Di)

Dr. Johnson stated that approximately 75% of his time is spent doing eligibility
determinations for MIR. He stated that although all information is helpful in
understanding the applicant, he is primarily interested in IQ scores and adaptive
behavior and whether or not there is another illness that may be causing the
applicant's deficits,
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wits iii.

On cross-examination, Dr. Johnson disagreed that the concept of mental
retardation is a fluid cqnce t and stated that is very specific and very concrete.
He stated that he was not aware that the definition of mental retardation was ever

e mean.

e was somewi
definition of mental retardation, it was not the one that he used. He stated that as
a licensed psychologist in order to defend any diagnosis he uses the DSM- IV.
The DSM is not required by law, but it is considered the standard for use in the
United States.

Dr. Johnson stated that he was somewhat familiar with the . DMR re ations for
eligibility He stated that the AA1VIR definition differs from the DSM-IV TR

aviors..

on of m	 P
inform conference and at this hearing, he had not an opportunity to evaluate
her. Ile agreed that his knowledge of the Appellant is based on his review of the
records and on his brief meetings with her. Ile agreed that he would not normally

agnostic impression on the basis of the record review and the meetings

In readinga.portion.ofthe.DSWIV TR relatiVe ;to the	 mental;

individuals w'it 1(
behavior. 'Hod e
adaptive behavior.

Dr. Johnson agreed that the 1992 AAMR definition also uses that range (70-75) in
talking about significantly sub-average. He agreed that the AAMR definition
recognizes that the standard error of measurement in most K) tests is 5 so that the
ceiling may go to 75.

Dr. Johnston stated that he had seen DMR's Manual of Policies and Procedures.
He agreed that, the manual states that individuals with. IQs as high-as 75 may meet. 
the eligibilitycriteria. He stated that he does review this manual and is reading it
over for revisions. He agreed that the current manual is still in effect. He agreed
that the manual states that the 1992 definition of mental retardation defines
significant sub-average intellectual fimctioning through scores of 70-75 on an
individualized IQ test. Dr. Johnson stated that although the manual was used in
making a determination in this case that it does not dictate his practice. He stated
that he is aware of the language and what it means. (A-2)

Dr. Johnsorragreed-that individualsmith a diagnosis:on the autism speetrum may
have mental retardation. He agreed that it is not uncommon; Ike agreed that in

10
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that he is aware of the language and what it means. (A-2)

Dr. Johnsorragreed-that individualsmith a diagnosis:on the autism speetrum may
have mental retardation. He agreed that it is not uncommon; Ike agreed that in
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tests; (b) related limitation§ in two or more of the following'adaptive skill areas:
comnatinicatico, self care, home living, social skills, community use, self direction, health
and safety, functional academics, leisure and work must exist concurrently with sulb
average,intellectual functioning, and the individual must have manifested the criteria (a)

Ore'the age of 18.

ndtha tlthe	 exin.
weaknesses.	 many challe
gone to great. l ngths do ave	 cation

used in statute-and iegilition for the determinatiOn of DMR supports.

The Appellant's most recent Full Scale' IQ score of 77 places her solidly in the borderline
range of intellectual ctionip The clinician administering that test, the WAIS-111. 	,  

e noine oh ofthe Fly nt:Effect inher ort and twas not persuaded that the Fl
Effect	 a §	 i	 pfie Ant.

ant at that time4re cormne	 te with
nd	 mg witth signifieantly weakers
red pnor	 Y, yietctea xutt c

of	 e

In making my decision, only one score, a 70 raised - significant questions relative to a
diagnosis of mental retardation. According to expert testimony, a score of 70 is 2
standard deviations below: the mean and would be considered to be evidence of

average intellectual functioning However, I find that shortly before the,
6	 was the victirn,of.a;Oev,

at	 e

I find that even if the traumatic event had no effect on her score on that test, the
Appellant has failed to meet her burden of showing by a preponderance of the evidence
that she has significant sub-average intellectual firactioning as required by the 1992
AAMR definition of mental retardation.

I find that clinical judgment must be exercised in making a determination of mental.
retardation, since many factors must be considered when` interpretmgIQ scores. The
AAMR definition refers to substantial limitations in present'functioning. Such
limitations must be predicated on signifiCantly sub-average intellectual functioning which
has been further defined as an IQ`score of approximately 70-75 or below. The term
approximately does not mean that the individual must score a specific number:, rather it
leaves room for a margin of error of plus or minus 5 points as well as for the exercise of
clinical judgment hi making a judgment as to whether an individual's scores meet the
defmition of significantly sub-average, clinicians take into account the margin of error as
well as consistency in scores over time Although the majority of the Appellant's IQ
scores fit within the range of 70-75, it was the judgment of all the clinicians who tested.
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